1 Noses on legs
On the beat with the cheeky biosecurity
beagles of Hobart Airport
‘Beagles are like potato chips – you can’t stop at just
one!’ Rhonda Hall is the State Trainer for Biosecurity
Tasmania’s Detector Dog Unit, and is in charge of
the team of people and dogs who work to keep the
Tasmanian environment safe from foreign pests and
diseases. She’s also a dog handler, and self-confessed
beagle addict. Compact and with a mop of thick blonde
hair, Rhonda has just met me outside the biosecurity dog
kennels, and I can barely hear her over the excited barking from
the facility’s many inhabitants. Beagles aren’t the only dogs here – in the
exercise pen, two chocolate labradors jump excitedly at the fence – but for the
airport biosecurity team, beagle crosses are the main game.
‘The best way to describe them is as a nose on legs,’ Rhonda says. Beagles are
recognised as very talented sniffers, but they have a few other personality traits
that can make them a little challenging to live with.
We go into the kennels, and I meet a few of the dogs. Each dog is in a separate
kennel, with a concrete floor and a wire mesh door. The first dog I meet, a small
beagle cross called Ruby, jumps above my head from a standing start in her
excitement at seeing Rhonda. The only furniture in her kennel is a large plastic
tray, the kind you normally put your backpacks in when you check in your bags
at the airport. ‘She has destroyed every single other type of bed we’ve tried to
give her. It seems a bit cruel, but the thing is – she eats whatever bedding we
give her!’ While destroying beds might be a bit of fun for the beagle, it can also
be very dangerous; bits of bedding could get caught in her intestines, and could
potentially kill her.
It’s this kind of high-energy behaviour that has brought all of these dogs to
work with the airport biosecurity team. All of them are rescue dogs, and many
have been plucked directly from death row. Rhonda isn’t interested in wellbehaved animals.
‘We don’t take dogs that are likely to be very popular and to be rehomed – we
go for the ones that probably don’t have a chance anywhere else. They’ve
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usually got all the attributes we need – they’re naughty, they’ve got a lot of
drive, and they will do anything for food!’
A lot of the airport biosecurity dogs come through an organisation called Beagle
Rescue, which takes in the beagles that have been returned to the dogs home
over and over again. ‘People see that cute, cuddly little face and think they’ll
be a great pet,’ says Rhonda, ‘but they find out that they’re not. Unless you’re
home with them, beagles aren’t happy to be home in the backyard; they jump
fences, dig holes, chew the garden, chew furniture – they’re just total wreckers.
So they get dumped.’
They are also expert escape artists. ‘They’re Houdinis!’ says Rhonda, ‘They can
pick locks, they work well in a pack, they will work to achieve anything that
they want.’ I suggest this makes them sound a bit like a canine incarnation of
the devil, but Rhonda disagrees. ‘They’ve got the best personality – if you tune
in to them, they’re absolutely wonderful animals. They’re very robust, they very
rarely have health problems, and they’re cute and cuddly-looking. If you’ve got

Found it! Locky waits eagerly for his treat after pulling up a suspicious piece
of luggage.
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What the dog nose knows
In some ways, humans’ and dogs’
noses have a lot in common: we
both keep them on the front of
our heads, and we both have a
set of two nostrils that we use for
both respiratory (breathing) and
olfactory (smelling) purposes. But
there are certain special features
of a dog’s nose that turn dogs
like Bonnie and Lockie into truly
exceptional sniffers.
Dogs’ noses are just more
committed to smell than ours.
Humans have around 5000
scent-detecting cells in their
nose, packed into an area that, if
unfolded, would be about the size
of a postage stamp. Dogs, on the
other hand, have up to 300 000
scent-detecting cells (beagles
have around 225 000), which, if
you ironed them out, would take
up about as much space as a piece
of A4 paper.
When we breathe air in through
our noses, we breathe it out the
same way, which can push away
new odours. But when a dog
breathes out, the spent air goes
out special slits in the side of its
nose. Not only does this stir new
odours towards a dog’s nose, but
more importantly, this means
that it can smell more or less
continuously.
As if that weren’t enough, dogs
also have an extra olfactory
organ that humans don’t. The
vomeronasal organ (sometimes
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A dog’s nose has special features
that enhance its sniffing ability.

called Jacobson’s organ) sits
at the bottom of a dog’s nasal
passage, and the only thing it
does is process pheromones (sex
hormones). This second olfactory
system is completely separate
– signals it receives go to a
completely different part of the
brain, so dogs don’t get confused
when they are sorting odours.
Dogs have smells on the brain.
It’s estimated that the part of a
dog’s brain devoted to processing
information about smells is
actually 40 times larger than that
of a human!
All this extra space spent focusing
on smells means that a dog’s sense
of smell is estimated to be anything
from 1000 to 100 000 times better
than yours or mine. Even if their
sense of smell is only 10 000 times
better, that still a pretty big difference. Would you notice if someone
stirred a teaspoon of sugar into
your hot chocolate? A dog would
notice if someone stirred a tea-

spoon of sugar into a mug of hot
chocolate the size of two Olympicsized swimming pools!
Beagles have adapted in some extra
special ways that make them the
ultimate nose-on-legs. Their cute
floppy ears and soft upper lips are
actually part of the sniffing tool
kit – as they flap around, they help

waft odours towards the dog’s
nostrils for when they breathe in.
Speaking of nostrils, beagles’
nostrils never stop moving (except
maybe when they are eating
or asleep); they are constantly
twitching about, searching for the
next fascinating scent to follow –
whether their owner wants them
to, or not!

those floppy ears and those big brown eyes, what more could you want among
passengers? They’re not aggressive at all, and with that great food drive, they’re
just happy to just have that game and get that food reward, they just do that all
day, or until you stop them!’ For the Quarantine beagles, ‘that game’ is finding
fruit, vegetables, meat, eggs, plants and animals, stashed within the thousands
of bags that pass through the airport each day.
Rhonda lets a few of the beagles out: Roxy, Lockie, and Bonnie, the most
experienced dog. The dogs left in their kennels bark madly, as Rhonda and her
beagles make their way into the mess-room.
As soon as we enter the room, the strong food drive Rhonda mentioned
becomes very obvious, very quickly. The beagles do a circuit of the room,
scanning for food. The smallest dog, Bonnie, spots a bit of kibble on a bench,
and climbs up to snatch it before Rhonda can stop her.
There are two handlers at work today – Rhonda and Mark – so all three dogs
are loaded into trucks. We drive a short distance to the airport, and the beagles
get to show me what they’re really capable of. Even though this is a small
airport, 26 planes will be landing today, and a Quarantine sniffer dog team
meets every single one of them.
Lockie takes the first plane. I follow him and Mark to the entry gate, and we
stand just past the quarantine bin, waiting for the first passengers to get off
the plane. In Tasmania, biosecurity laws are stricter than in many other parts
of Australia. As an island, Tasmania has been able to keep out many of the
environmental pests and diseases that have been bad news on the mainland.
One of the detection dogs’ important targets is fresh fruit – fruit flies, which
cause hundreds of millions of dollars’ worth of damage every year on the
mainland of Australia, are not found here, and the airport biosecurity team
aims to keep it that way. Fruit fly eggs, larvae and adults can hide within fresh
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Mine! Bonnie guards a suspect suitcase until its owner comes forward to claim it.

fruit, like oranges or apples, which is why they must be put in the bin before
passengers enter Tasmania.
Taller than the other dogs, Lockie is a beagle crossed with some sort of hound.
The airport biosecurity team prefers beagles that aren’t purebred (meaning they
are crossed with another kind of dog) – they tend to have fewer health problems
than pedigree dogs (dogs that are purebred). The first passengers start to arrive,
and he runs back and forth, running his nose over each piece of hand luggage
that passes his way. He’s especially interested in one handbag – Lockie sits to
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let Mark know he’s found something. Mark asks the passenger to wait while
Lockie checks the other bags, then has a look at the contents of the handbag.
‘Have you had any fruit or vegetables in this bag?’ Mark asks the woman.
‘Actually, I had an apple in there, but I just put it in the bin.’
Even though the apple isn’t in the bag anymore, Lockie still gets a reward: a
little piece of dog food. He only just missed the apple, and the smell in the bag
would still have been strong.
The next bag that Lockie pulls up, which belongs to an international traveller,
does have an apple in it, and Lockie is rewarded. Although Lockie and the
other dogs will find at least a dozen banned items while I’m watching, Rhonda
doesn’t think that most people are deliberately trying to do the wrong thing.
‘Usually, it’s people who don’t understand our language, who aren’t familiar
with our request, or people who just forget.’
Unfortunately, the team does sometimes come across people who are
deliberately bringing into Tasmania, or trying to smuggle out, things that
they shouldn’t. Professional smugglers sometimes traffic, or try to bring in or
smuggle out, more than one type of item at a time. Once, the dogs stopped a
known smuggler with live parrots wrapped up in sleeping bags, as well as bird
eggs and grapevines, all in one shipment. Plants that haven’t been treated to kill
diseases can bring those diseases into the state, which could kill native plants
and crops, and illegally trafficked animals can bring in diseases, or turn into
pests themselves.
One of Rhonda’s more startling finds was at Devonport, where passengers from
the Spirit of Tasmania ferry arrive. Rhonda’s beagle leapt at a woman carrying
a small handbag off the boat. ‘Do you have anything to declare?’ Rhonda asked,
assuming they’d found an apple or banana.
‘Oh, it’s just George!’ said the woman, pulling out an even smaller bag. In the
bag was George – her pet axolotl, or Mexican walking fish – not exactly what
Rhonda was expecting, and definitely not allowed into the state.
I go with Rhonda and Bonnie, a nose on legs, to meet a flight at the other
airport terminal.
‘Bonnie was rescued from South Australia – she was actually going to be put to
sleep because of her naughtiness. As far as all the dogs I’ve trained, she is the
smallest, but an absolute pocket rocket with attitude!’ says Rhonda.
‘If she needs to sniff that bag that’s just a little bit too high [for her to reach], if
you don’t watch her, she’ll actually just climb the person, so you’ve gotta have
your wits about you. Even though she’s little, and she might look easy to handle
… she has scared more people than any of the big dogs have ever got a hope of,
just because she’s so fast. She just appears!’
Noses on legs
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As soon as we enter the airport terminal, I can see what Rhonda means about
Bonnie’s attitude. As we go around the corner, we see a man waiting for his
partner at the arrivals gate. The beagle sees him too. The man is holding a
lovely, stinky bunch of flowers – which are completely fine, as they were
bought in Tasmania – but as far as Bonnie’s concerned, they’re still a potential
biosecurity risk. She rushes up to him, and, before he even realises she’s
there, half-climbs the back of his leg to get at the flowers. He turns, startled,
but luckily not terrified. Rhonda quickly apologises, ordering her dog off the
bemused man. She gives Bonnie a reward because technically, she should find
flowers, although it would be nice if she didn’t jump on the person holding
them. Satisfied, the beagle trots to the arrivals gate, and waits for her next
victim to appear.
Bonnie doesn’t have to wait long. She notices a man with a small backpack,
and after pulling the usual apple out of his bag, the team also finds a small bag
of garlic that the passenger had hoped to plant this coming winter. Tasmania
has a growing garlic industry, and untreated bulbs could be carrying diseases
that might wipe out whole crops. The man grumbles a bit at having to give up
the bulbs, but understands that there’s a good reason why his prized garlic is
being taken away.
Once the passengers have come in through the terminal door, the luggage
begins to arrive on the carousel. At Hobart airport, Sammy the Seal, a fibreglass
fur seal statue, sits on the luggage conveyor belt in front of the first bag off the
plane. Bonnie races around to the far side of the belt, and hops up on a ledge
to sniff at the bags. She’s constantly on the move, running from the ledge onto
the conveyor belt, jumping over suitcases and bags, running her nose carefully
along the zippers of each one she passes. She still keeps half an eye on the man
with the flowers, who is now hugging his partner, and keeping a careful eye out
for beagles.
Bonnie notices a small rectangular suitcase. The beagle jumps up, and plonks
herself on top of it. As the bag comes closer to Rhonda, she reaches over, tips
the beagle off, and lifts the bag onto the ledge. Bonnie refuses to let the bag out
of her sight. ‘That’s hers now,’ says Rhonda, ‘until she gets her reward!’
No-one seems to be interested in claiming the suitcase, and Bonnie reluctantly
begins sniffing other bags. Eventually, when most of the luggage has
been collected, a woman approaches Rhonda. ‘Is this your bag, ma’am?’
Rhonda asks.
The woman nods, looking at the beagle suspiciously.
‘Can you open it for me, please?’
The woman unzips the suitcase, and it’s immediately clear what Bonnie was
so interested in. The suitcase is choc-a-bloc with dried speciality foods –
mushrooms, shrimp and soup mixes, so much of them that it looks like she’s
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planning to sell them. Although these things are of great interest to Bonnie,
it’s legal to bring them into Tasmania. The beagle is still rewarded, because
if the products were in a slightly different format, they would be banned.
It’s illegal to bring fish and other seafood into Tasmania, except if it has been
thoroughly dried. Last week, one of the dogs found some fish that hadn’t been
smoked properly and was still a bit gooey – this wasn’t allowed, as it could be
carrying diseases that could affect Tasmania’s local fish and fishing industries.
Another absolute no-no is the importation of fresh or preserved meat (which
is specially prepared so that it lasts longer). This is something Bonnie is very
interested in stopping.
‘We know that when we go out there with our dogs, although it’s serious for
us, it’s a game for them,’ says Rhonda. ‘And of course they make games within
the game.
‘This man came through one day with a little trolley case, and Bonnie has
taken a real interest in it. The man decided not to stop – why … I didn’t know.
But later on I found out that he had some yummy German sausages – it was
actually a suitcase full of nothing but meat – which, to a detector dog, is
very interesting! He decided he would start running, so, of course, we started
running as well to keep up with this bag.’ Bonnie decided that this was an
excellent game, and decided to make it even more fun. She took a flying leap
at the travel case, landed on it, wrapped her paws around it, and clung on like
chewing gum to a shoe. The man did not stop; he kept running, with the beagle
locked onto his bag like a jockey on a horse.
‘He tried to shake her off, which of course did nothing but get Bonnie more
excited about this bag.’ He eventually slowed enough for Rhonda to talk to him.
‘We explained to him that we had to have a look inside, but he did not want
the dog anywhere near his bag, of course, because it had the meat in it, and he
didn’t want the dog getting close to those precious goods!’
Bonnie was rewarded for this excellent find, but had decided the game itself
was a better reward.
‘Much to my amazement, the very next travel bag she came across, she decided
she would launch herself onto the bag.’ Rhonda was horrified. But it got worse.
‘Then she decided that she would not respond to bags when they come through
the door – instead, she would like to chase them!’ She would let passengers
with trolley-bags get a few metres from the door, and then begin to chase
them. They didn’t even have to be carrying contraband – Bonnie just enjoyed
the thrill of the chase – and of course, the free ride once she managed to hop
aboard!
Naughty? Yes. Exasperating? Often. But as infuriating as they can be, the
Quarantine beagles are detection all-stars – and their human handlers wouldn’t
have them any other way.
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Want to know more?
• You can learn more about the biosecurity dogs of the Australian
Government’s Department of Agriculture and Water Resources at:
www.agriculture.gov.au/biosecurity/australia/detector-dogs
or search: ‘Australian Government’ detector dogs
This program looks for Australian families willing to foster puppies
for this program, teaching them how to be around people before
they’re big enough to go to detector dog training school. If you
think your family might be interested in looking after a puppy, go
to:
www.border.gov.au/australian-border-force-abf/protecting/
detector-dog-program/foster-carer-program
or search: Australian Government detector dog foster carer
• To check on what you can and can’t bring into Australia from
overseas, go to:
www.border.gov.au/Trav/Ente/Brin/Can-I-bring-it-back
or search: Australia ‘Can I bring it back?’
• Do you have a dog that gets bored easily? Bored dogs are often
naughty dogs, but there are ways of keeping them entertained.
Maybe you could try training them like one of the airport beagles!
Go online and search for ‘dog nose work’ – there are plenty of
training organisations and tips to be found, to keep your puppy
happy while the rest of the family is at work.
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